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Since another member has posted in regards to some bizarre and totally WTF things Muslims do, I thought I should post some things I am aware of that Christians do.

One of the funny things is when the enemy calls "Satanists" things like Necrophiliacs. I don't know about kikes who practice judaism within an anti-xian context, or jews themselves, but so far as we Spiritual Satanists are concerned, these methods are laughable. I mean like, okay, fetishism is accepted, but after a point, it grows disturbing.

Mind you for some people it's not distorted, sickening attention whoring fetishism, but an actual spiritual faith. They actually believe in CORPSES.

First of all in Russia and in the Balkans, we have a very occultistic and darker sect of xianity, named "Orthodox" xianity. Those who live in these areas, they know firsthand that these religions are highly abnormal.

One thing they do is extreme marketing. You know they call people like Pagans Necrophiles and other things like that? Let's examine who is the Necrophile.

When "Saints" die, they go to their tombs, take the corpses out, and put them in glass boxes. These corpses are literally places of pilgrimage. A whole black market is going around the selling of nails, tendons, intestines, what have you, is being sold. Even supposed hair that belonged to the saint. For a small nail, a tendon, or other things like that, prices can scale up to five-digit thousands or more, sometimes, way more.

Of course, being the dumb-asses they are, they don't really take care of any sustaining process that is serious, so that the body looks normal. Who cares about that crap anyway. They take the smelly, worm-infested corpse and they
worship it. This has nothing to do with Egyptian ceremonies, where the body was taken care of by immensely trained people, and was left to be undisturbed in the sarcophagus.

They are essentially worshiping rotting corpses.

No guys, the scary skulls here aren't skull and bones, freemasons, or even a sacrificial death cult. Well, it is basically, and it's called Christianity. It's a death cult department of the jewish, abrahamic, religion sect. Christians worship things like that below:

Tendons, nails, and all sorts of other things are salvaged, skulls, body tissue, whole hands or feet that are cut from the corpse, are salvaged and
worshiped, and they also believe they have supernatural power to do 'miracles' such as healing and other things.

In extreme cases, ashes are also eaten. Sometimes, they would also eat fabrics or other things their 'beloved saints' used to wear, considering it gives them supernatural blessings and powers:

Yes, this is an actual rotting hand here:
Caption below reads:

"The left foot of saint Anne: this is in the holy place of hers in Ayion Oros (a holy mountain in the Balkans) and here we can see the nerves and the fingers. This holy leftover has real living human body heat and heals people on a daily basis!"
Here we have terminator's skull in display. Notice the religion of the meek, the poor and the disabled, has made hell as well sure it's gonna be in dem rubies, and inlaid gold, motherfuckaz. Because give your coat if you have two, to your poor fellow, mofo'king goyimz.
Mmm I like the jewelry on that one. Very stunning. Mesmerizing. It really does increase the beauty of a rotting hand. Lovely. Which of the christian goyim is going to kiss it and possibly suckle on that divine finger? Volunteers?